China Relief Hop Profits

Commuters’ Dance Will Feature A Technology Wedding

Voting to grant the net proceeds of the 5:15 Club’s Harvest Hop plus a sum of $25 to the New England’s Committee for Relief in China, the board of directors of the student organization pledged its support to each noun the appropriate noun of the opposite gender. The word our student kit was “flannel.” They only feminine our student—poor fish—could think of it was “flannel.”

The new print jokes in this column—both our readers have complained about this—but since this is special occasion for the Allison and education of Voo Do, we devote from our set custom and print in the following, which we admit we heard somewhere also from somebody sometime ago but so what? So did you.

First Drink: This math word right.

Second Drink: Thank funny, it lit minute ago.

If you don’t die laughing at this you can blame it in our humanitarians institution.

We Protest! We have always suspected that the outer world insists upon our college students as a rare apart—something not bird, nor beast, nor good red herring. Which is alright with us; the Lounger enjoy being what he is one of those people outside. But insularity reminds us as a group of the opposite gender. The word our student kit was “flannel.” They only feminine our student—poor fish—could think of it was “flannel.”
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Next Placement Talk Listed For Tomorrow

The employers’ viewpoint will be the topic discussed by Mr. E. C. Johnson, President of the E. Johnson Company, to a placement lecture to be delivered on November 19 in 10-12. This meeting, which is the fourth of the series, is open to seniors and graduate students. Mr. Johnson was a speaker at the Institute last year.

Another placement lecture will be given on December 3 by Mr. Zimmerer, Vice President of the United States Rail Corporation. His subject will be “Opportunities in Industry.”
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Costlier Tobaccos in a Matchless Blend

Camels are the Largest Cigarette in America

In a matchless blend

Camels are the largest cigarette in America

The pleasure you get out of a cigarette depends on the quality of the tobaccos put in it. And in the case of Camels that means finer, costlier tobaccos!

There’s only one way to get the best tobaccos. That’s to pay more for them.

It has been a well-known fact for years that Camel pays millions more for four tobaccos. It’s the natural color to put more enjoyment into smoking.

People have confidence in the quality of the finest and cleanest of the four tobaccos in Camels. More and more smokers turn to Camels. They find that Camels are naturally milder. If you are not smoking Camels, try them now. And in the case of Camels that means finer, costlier tobaccos!